My plan over the next hour is to describe how I carry out task analysis with
my clients. This may not work exactly the same for every industry but as
you have heard, this is based on quite a lot of practical experience.

This is what I plan to cover. I presume you are here because you know a
bit about task analysis; and I know plenty of you have more knowledge
than that. My main aim is to share some practical insights.

I will be talking about how to analyse a particular task, but one of the most
important steps in the overall process is identifying the tasks to analyse.
Task analysis requires quite a lot of resource so you need to be focussed
on analysing the right tasks and using the analysis for the right purpose.
In my line of work our main interest is in understanding the process safety
risks, how those risks are controlled and how conditions can affect those
risks.

The first of my tips
There can be perception that we need to analyse every task. This is not
possible or sensible. My very strong advice on this is to be very focussed
and identify the most important tasks and analyse them as well as you
can.
One thing I have observed many times when starting task analysis with a
new group of people is a look of fear as they start thinking about how
many different tasks they perform, and hence how long they are going to
be trapped in a meeting room going through task analysis workshops. I
always make the point of pointing out that is not the plan.

Now this may sound obvious but task analysis is only meant to be used for
analysing tasks. But that means we have to understand what a task is.
These are the criteria I set.
It has to be something done by a person - not an automated system.
There must be clear start and finish points with a set of discrete steps in
between.
You should be able to observe some sort of status change between the
start and end points.
There are lots types of human activity that do not satisfy these
requirements. In those cases there may still be merit in carrying out
human factors analyses of some sort, but do not try to make task analysis
fit.

Just to emphasise the point.
Activities where task analysis does not fit include things like monitoring
and controlling a process. For this the most important thing is the
information available and how it is presented. How the human machine
interface compares with human factors principles is much more important
than trying to break it down into a task.
General maintenance, inspection and testing is another. You may be able
to identify some specific tasks, and for the most complex and critical you
can perform task analysis. But most of this work is very general in nature
and it is more important that it is done often enough, by people using the
right tools. Bear in mind that maintenance technicians may be working on
1000s of pieces of equipment, so you cannot analyse even a fraction of
this.
Responding to emergencies is one where I think trying to perform task
analysis is actually dangerous. You may think that you can identify specific
tasks but the key point is that emergencies are unpredictable. It is the
ability to handle that unpredictability that is most important.

We have a few sources of information we can use when we are identifying
tasks. Existing procedures should give a good starting point but they can
be a bit mixed up. Sometimes one procedure covers several tasks and
some tasks may be divided between several procedures.
A key message is to not try to shortcut the task analysis process by just
taking the contents of the procedure as a true reflection of how a task is
performed. I can say that I have never yet found that to be the case.
Other places to look for task references is safety studies. Things like bow
ties. In practice these are rarely comprehensive. You can have some
confidence that any tasks mentioned in the reports are potentially
important but they rarely set out to identify every task.

I would say the best approach is a structured brain storm with a group of
people knowledgeable of the system using drawings of the system as a
prompt. We then cross reference with procedures, safety studies etc.
From this drawing I can see there is a tanker delivery, so that is a task.
There are pumps that need to be started, filters that need to be cleaned,
safety valves that need to be calibrated.

Very quickly we can come up with a list like this. We can divide them into
operations and maintenance, because they are often performed by
different groups of people but there are often some overlaps.
At this stage we are only developing a list. We are not necessarily going to
analyse all or even any of these.
Also, you can see we have identified some maintenance tasks but these
are very specific. Any item could break and need to be fixed. All will need
some form of inspection at some time. If we tried to list all of those the list
would be very long, and this is why we need to handle those more general
activities differently - which is not on the agenda for today.

Having identified the tasks we need to decide which ones we want to
analyse. They will be the ones that are most critical.
In my work our main focus is on process safety. Yours may be product
quality, patient safety or even profit. Whatever it is you need a method to
identify the most critical tasks, maybe the top 10 or 20%.
In the example I showed the criticality is likely to be related to the product
handled. The same basic system could handle any liquid. If it is water
there is very unlikely to be any significant safety concern. If it is methanol,
which is flammable and toxic, clearly the safety concerns are much
greater.

You need a method to rank the criticality of tasks on your list. You can of
course just ask people but they tend to identify a higher proportion as
being highly critical. This seems to be a natural human reaction. People
are concerned that they may be criticised if they something is low criticality
so feel safer taking a risk averse approach.
The dreaded risk matrix can be used to do this but it doesn’t always
perform much better than just asking people to rank tasks. Also, it can be
difficult to explain how the ratings were selected.
I prefer a simply scoring system that has evolved over the last 20+ years
from an HSE report. This example has 5 criteria list in the left hand
column. They are basically asking about the hazards, human involvement
and nature of the task. There is guidance on how to score for each. It is
still quite crude and has some subjectivity but it is easier to explain your
judgements.
All I can say is that it tends to work well enough in that we do get a fairly
useful ranking.
If you are working in a different industry you could easily take the criteria
and adapt them to your requirements.

And this is how the results come out for the example I showed. IN this
case we are assuming the liquid is the hazardous methanol. You can see
that if it was water the hazard scores would be zero so the overall scores
would be lower.

And here is one of the key messages. You need to focus your resources
where they can have the greatest impact. Being systematic when deciding
which tasks to analyse will help you do that.
Your boss or client will be pleased. More generally, this is really important
if we are going to increase our credibility. Spending a budget on analysing
lots of trivial tasks does no one any benefit.

Let’s have a look at how to analyse a particular task.
Hierarchical Task Analysis or HTA is a very effective tool to systematically
understand how tasks are carried out. One key benefit is the ability to drill
down into detail where it is needed but leave it out where it does not add
value to your assessment.
It should be carried out as a group, with active involvement of people who
actually perform the task. This can be difficult to organise but it has to be
done. This is another reason to be very focussed about which tasks are
going to be analysed. If you plan to do too many there will be a tendency
to short cut the process. One of the good things to come out of the
pandemic is that it has proved that task analysis workshops can be carried
out remotely. In some cases I have found this is actually working better
than face to face because it is easier to get the right people to attend.
I have put site visit in italic because it is an important part of the overall
process but in my experience the workshop is by far the most productive
part. I see the main purpose of the site visit is to validate the analysis, so I
will usually do it towards the end of the process. I know guidance puts a
lot more emphasis on site visits and observing tasks being performed.
That makes sense for simple tasks because you can see what is
happening. Really our focus should be on more complex tasks, where
your observations are actually less useful.

You can run very successful task analysis workshops with post-it notes.
There are some software packages available which work well and the
major advantage is that they can be used with Microsoft Teams, Skype
etc.

To be honest this is more than a tip - it is absolutely essential. You have to
actively involve people who perform the task in the analysis workshop. It is
not good enough just to watch them do the job or ask them a few
questions in the workplace. Active involvement is key so you have to be
careful about other attendees. Sometimes, supervisors and managers can
do all the talking, which can mean the practitioner is reluctant to speak up
to say what really happens.

The key components that make up HTA are task title, preconditions.

Sub tasks

And the detailed task steps. I am going to show you how to do this with an
example.

Having a task title is a fairly obvious requirement but deciding what it
should be is actually a very important part of the analysis.

I am going to use the tanker delivery task as my example.
You will actually see different titles on procedures for this task. They
usually make perfect sense to the people who wrote them but can be
misinterpreted.
The third one here using the word import is a good example. A plant
operators perspective is that an import is always to the storage tank.
However, the driver will view it from the opposite and expect the import to
be to their tanker.

This is the title I would recommend. It is very clear what material is being
handled and what direction it is travelling. That reduces the potential for
any confusion.

This may seem trivial but it is not uncommon to find right at the start of an
analysis that people have a different view of what the task is all about.

After the task title we agree the preconditions. These set our assumptions
for the starting point for the task. They should be conditions that already
exist or things that have already been done before the task starts.
It can be a bit arbitrary about what we consider the start point. That is why
it is important that we write down our assumptions. It means that if
someone else looks at our analysis they know what we were thinking.
In this example the starting point could be when we order the methanol for
delivery. It could be when the tanker arrives at the front gate. In this case
we have decided that our analysis will start from the time when the tanker
has already arrived on site and is parked at the unloading bay.

The next thing is to identify the sub tasks. This is really important. People
tend to dive into detail and that quickly leads to confusion and heading
down blind allies.
It is often a good idea to quickly note the likely sub tasks to get people
thinking about how the task is divided. In this case we know that the
basics of the task involve connecting, doing the transfer and
disconnecting. We are going to add the details, but doing this lets people
understand the structure.

After quickly noting the sub tasks you can discuss them in a bit more
detail. At this point people start to think a bit more systematically. In this
case this discussion led to the realisation that we don’t connect straight
away. There would be a few checks to carry out before hand so we added
an extra sub task.
You will notice I have drawn a line under the checking sub task. This is a
way of indicating that we are not adding any more detail to this part of the
analysis. There are lots of reasons for doing this. In this case it may be
that there are a standard set of checks that are carried out for every tanker
delivery, and so those will looked at separately.

One of the main benefits of HTA is the structure it provides. As a general
rule the number of sub-tasks should be less than 10. I cannot say this is a
hard and fast rule because when you are doing an analysis you have
strike a balance between the method and keeping everyone on board. For
a large task I do not mind if this stretches to 12 or 13, but avoid going
much further. For a small task I would prefer it to be nearer 5.
If you have lots of sub-tasks you do not really get a good hierarchy and
your assessment will not be as structured and effective as it could be.

I said before that it can be useful to note the sub task quickly to get people
thinking along the right lines. Once you have done that you want to
discuss them in a bit more detail and agree what they really mean.
You may remember the first one was “check everything is OK.” The word
check is one that always raises a little red flag to me. What does it really
mean? People can check things but for what. Using the work “confirm”
encourages people to be far clearer about what they are checking for.
You will see the other sub tasks have been expanded a bit. The aim is to
make sure everyone is clear what is done in practice. If you look at the
transfer sub task you can see it mentions using the tanker’s pump. This
can be an important issue because there may be an option to use a pump
on the site, which would involve some different steps.

The next stage is to start adding the details in the form of task steps. The
same rules apply about the number of steps in that you are aiming for less
than 10 for each, if possible. Not a hard and fast rule but an important
guide.

We continue by breaking down all the sub-tasks into their steps, where we
think it is necessary.

In this case you will see I have drawn a line under the last sub-task to
show we are not breaking that one down any further. In this case we may
have concluded that once the tanker was empty there was no real safety
concerns and so this was not a priority for our assessment.
I don’t have time to go into any more detail. The procedure now would be
to examine all of the task steps that have been added and decide if any of
them need to the be broken down. For example, the step of connecting
the hose could be broken to say we remove the cover from the end of the
hose, another cover from the end of the plant connection point, locate the
coupling into place and make up the joint using nuts and bolts.

At this stage we can add numbers to our boxes. This helps us with the
next stages. If you are using bespoke software it will do this for you. If you
are old school, don’t add the numbers too soon because they will probably
change.
The final part of HTA is the plan.
We add them at each break down to explain the order of the sub tasks
and task steps. They are a useful way of noting when the order is not
important, discrete vs continuous actions and contingencies.
To be honest, I don’t use plans very often. People often don’t notice that
they are there and so start commenting about step order etc. In most
cases it can be covered just as easy in the way you write the steps, so this
problem can be avoided. So instead of using the plan, sub task 4 could be
written to say when transfer is complete, disconnect.

The question is how do you know how much detail to include. It depends
partly on the nature of the task. You will want to include more detail for the
most complex and critical parts of the task. But also, it is about making
sure the task has been properly understood by everyone involved. My rule
of thumb is that if we showed our analysis to someone who is familiar with
similar tasks from a different setting, would they understand how the task
is performed. This may be an operator from a different site who is
experienced at unloading tankers, but has not done it at our site. Maybe
someone from our site who is familiar with receiving tankers with different
materials.

You can learn a lot from doing the HTA but it is to a certain extent just a
stage to prepare for the real analysis.
From a safety perspective Human error analysis or HEA is really effective
at highlighting the role of human error in potential accidents. In the oil and
gas industries we are particularly concerned about major accidents, so this
allows us to understand how human errors could contribute.

My experience is that no matter how well you do you HTA, the rigour of
going through the task again to perform the HEA always adds something.
I am sure if your interest is not safety that HEA or similar will be very
valuable.

To perform HEA we transpose the HTA to a table. We then add columns to
record our assessment.

To do the HEA we work though all the steps we have identified and
consider what errors could occur. We have this handy list to prompt us
what to consider. It highlights that the type of error is determined by the
type of step. The idea is that this list makes sure we consider all credible
possibilities.

If we look at the step of connecting the earth to the tanker. If you don’t
know, this is intended to stop static electricity from building up because the
spark it causes could start a fire.
This is clearly an action step so we look at the human errors listed for
actions.

We then consider which errors on this list could happen. As you can see
we have rejected some of the possibilities because we could not see how
they could occur given the design of the earthing connection used.

We put this information into the table, starting with the first possible error

I tend to first record the generic error description - action omitted
Then record what that means in practice. In this case it is starting the
transfer without the earth being connected.

We then record the potential consequences.
Given the nature of the task we are particularly concerned with potential
major accident hazards. This error could contribute to one of these, a fire,
so I have marked it with the letters MAH. This is a signal for us to look at
this in more detail.

We then record how the risks are currently being controlled.
One thing to note is that these controls do not necessarily prevent the
human error or even reduce the likelihood. That is good if they do. But the
controls may be to stop the consequence if the error happens.

In this case the risk controls may be a bit weak because they rely on
drivers and operators knowing that the earth has to be connected because
that is standard practice, and the connection being easy to find and use.
But in our hierarchy of risk controls they are pretty low.
This has prompted us to consider a more robust control. There are
hardware devices that will not allow a transfer to take place without an
electrical circuit being made that proves the earth connection has been
made. Because we have identified the potential MAH this is something
that should certainly be considered.

We did identify other potential error types could occur for this step. In each
case whether the step is incomplete, applied to the wrong object,
misaligned or carried out too late the outcomes would be exactly the
same. If that is the case there is no need to add them to the full
assessment. But this is not always the case and you should always be
considering every error type in case different ones have different
outcomes.

Not all errors are so critical. For example staring the tanker’s pump.

In this case if we do not start the pump nothing will happen. It will delay
the task but nothing else.
Starting the wrong pump would be another possibility, if there was one. In
this case this was not considered to be a credible error.

There are 2 schools of thought on this. Some people argue that our
interest is only on the critical steps so the other can be left blank to save
time and effort. I do not agree. I think it is important to show that we have
analysed every step and considered the potential for a consequence. To
be honest, if there is no great concern it takes very little time to do this and
it avoids any uncertainty afterwards. Also, sometimes you may discount a
step but when you do consider the possible errors you find that it is a bit
more important than you may have thought.

The other aspect of the HEA is an evaluation of performance influencing
factors. These can affect the likelihood of human errors.
There does not seem to be an agreed method of incorporating PIFs into a
task analysis. My method is to first identify the ones that are most relevant
to the whole task, and then to cross check with the critical steps identified
in the HEA. I then use the site visit to evaluate the PIFs, although that can
only work for the ones that are visible.

I tend to use a list of PIFs that HSE have shared on their website. They
are broken down into job, person and organisation.

The job category is most relevant to task analysis, but others can apply.
This is the list. I have added the numbering system to make it easier to
refer to the PIFs in the task analysis. Also, I have added J11 to the HSE
list because I felt that was an important one for task analysis.

If think about the tanker deliver task that we have been looking at, the job
factors that are likely to be most important include J1, which is usually
associated with signs and labels, J2 interfaces, J4, which is related to how
often the task is performed etc.

I create a table for the overall task evaluation. We identified J1 as relevant
to the task, and particular the labelling of the tanker delivery point and the
valves used in the task. If these are poor it increases the likelihood that
the methanol is transferred to the wrong tank, which could be quite
serious.

So when we do our site visit we know to check the quality of labels.

If this is what we find we can comment that the tanker delivery point is well
labelled but the valve label has seen better days.

This leads us to create an action. If it applies to just one valve label we
may be quite specific. The chances are that all the labels were installed at
the same time and they all need to be replaced, so a bigger project may
be proposed.

Not all PIFs are visible. We may discuss these during the workshop but I
would also try to bring them up during the site visit to see if anyone has a
different opinion.

Considering PIFs for the whole task can lead us to overlook some specific
issues. On the other hand checking PIFs for every task step would be very
long winded, and impractical.
I add a column to the HEA for capturing PIFs. But I usually only consider
them for the most critical steps, which in this case were highlighted with
MAH.

In this case we discussed the requirement to check for leaks. When
working environment was mentions issues with lighting were raised, with
operators saying it can be difficult to see leaks at night. This leads us to
another recommendation to improve lighting.

I do find some value in PIF evaluation but not enough to spend too much
time on it. Most apply to the whole task and are best considered at that
level. The cross check with critical steps can flush out some additional
PIFs and possibly improvement actions, but to be honest most of these
are usually already found out during the HTA and HEA.
I guess the message is be careful about labouring PIFs because it can
involve a lot of effort for relatively little return.

I have developed a report template that captures the output from the HTA,
HEA and PIF evaluation. I used photos to prove that a site visit took place
and to back up some of the recommendations.
You can download an example report from my website using the link I
showed earlier and will do again

I won’t spend much time on this. Just to say that the HSE have mapped
out a process to show where safety critical task analysis fits into the
overall scheme for managing process or major accident safety.

And here is an attempt to show how task analysis fits into the range of
safety study methods that re available. To explain quickly we have ways of
highlighting critical risks. We then have method to tell us more about the
hazards and these usually identify a range of risk controls or barriers.
These fall into different categories. On the left we have engineered
barriers that need to be properly specified, design, installed and
maintained.
On the right we have barriers that are reliant on humans. Some of these
are tasks and so can be assessed using task analysis. Others are
activities and need to be handled differently.
As I mentioned before, if we are reliant on people to monitor a process our
main interest is in how the HMI is designed. If that includes alarms there is
very little benefit in looking at how people handle individual alarms if the
overall system is ineffective, which is often the case due to lots of
nuisance alarms.
For emergency response we need to resist the urge to break it down into
tasks. This can lead to a real false sense of security because emergencies
by definition do not go to plan.
Finally, we need bring all the information together because ultimately we
need to demonstrate that risks Are As Low As Reasonably Practicable. A
bow tie diagram may help with that, but to be honest I not so sure.

So my last slide. I think task analysis is not used as much as it should be
because it is actually quite simple and straightforward and so people
perceive it cannot be that useful. I disagree. It really is very effective.
I have added the extra text as a request. Yes, there are more
sophisticated methods out there. But they are usually complicated, time
consuming and as far as I can see most do not achieve more than a
simple task analysis. By all means use other methods but do a task
analysis first.

I hope you have found this useful and thank you for your interest. If you
have any questions do not hesitate to contact me.

